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Exercises in Aimed Solar Returns
from the Blog of Ciro Discepolo (66)

Dear Ciro,
Hi Ciro, hope all is well with you. I am emailing to request your invaluable
opinion regarding my solar return for next year. I need to prepare a little
earlier this year for financial reasons.
If possible can we place it so that it as much as possible (!) favourable
for work and/or spiritual development and relationships please.
I haven't really found a good spot in the countries I was interested in..(US,
India, Nepal, Peru)
I wasn't able to find a way to post this on your blog (has it changed?)
hence I'm sending you a direct email instead. Hope that's OK.
I also wanted to ask you for your opinion regarding an opposition that
is coming up end of this year with 3 strikes next year, saturn opposition
sun (in 9th).
Can you give me some advice (especially in relation to relationships - it
has been difficult with someone I like who lives in another country).
I do have your books which have been very helpful. He will be undergoing
saturn cnj moon more or less when I have opposition sat sun :-( he will also
have pluto sqr asc/desc axis.
Thank you :-) Tiger (Lisboa, 27/4/1974, 14.50)

Yes, Tiger there is a technical problem,
from over 6 months, in my Google account. The Google technichans,
that are very kind and very prepared, have not succeeded in eliminating this
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bug that prevents me from publishing yet the new Astrology Essays on Google
Book, to add new video in Google+ (the counter always stays firm under
the 1000 video).
Besides, making searches that concern me, on the best motor of search
that exists in the web, at times it doesn't find millions of documents that
concern me. From some weeks this problem is added that many bloggers
don't succeed in posting their questions.
I hope that the good technicians of Google succeed soon in resolving the
bug of my account.
For your Aimed Solar Return I recommend you the location that you
see under.
For the question related to your fiancé, it is not clear: write only me for
that, among a few months, explaining well thing desires to know.
Many wishes. Please, write your birth data, next time.

ASR Tiger 2013 For Gisborne New Zealand

Dear Ciro,
Hello again, thank you for much for your chart for the solar return - but
I couldn't find the name of the location?
Will send you my astro details next time, sorry about that :)
Also thank you very much for your offer to provide your opinion privately
regarding my relationship over the next few months. I am glad you offered
to do this with only you checking as I would like to protect his privacy :-)
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Returning to astrology - I believe last time I had sat opp sun my father
left home, my parents split up (but I think uranus was also cnj IC, hence the
shock and trauma at the time).
Now it's returning again (sat opp sun). The time will be December this
year. simultaneously his sat conjuncts his moon in November this year.
- Our composite chart occurred on the 29th April 2012, Santa Monica,
CA (US) around lunch time.
- So we met on his birthday in a spiritual retreat:
His information is - 29 April 1980, 17.26 Conroe, Texas (US)
(My information - 27 April 1974, Lisbon, Portugal)
Ciro let me know if you would rather I visit you in Italy for a private
consultation.
Any advice (big or small) is welcome.
I also look forward to looking at the solar return in detail :-)
Warmest regards, (Tiger)

Where it will be my birthday?
Passing the mouse pointer on a graph, you will read, in low to the right of
the screen, the name of the recommended place.
If this didn't have to happen, I recommend you to use as browser Chrome
of Google that is free and, in my opinion, the best.
***

Some colleagues (astrologers) have asked me to remember
them when I made this small-great gift to my Teacher, since
more than a quarter of century it is passed by that moment
to today.
This happened in the distant 1983 when I believe that I was the only
astrologer to use the plotter, as wrote Camilla Cederna in one famous book
of her, and I was able to make this gift to him.
The great André Barbault was enthusiastic of it and he wanted that I
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published, on l’astrologue, the most prestigious magazine of Astrology in
the whole world, an article with one reading of mine of such graphs.

Here is the bibliographical reference:
- Ciro Discepolo, Un millénaire de conjoncture mondiale - Astrologie
mondiale, l’astrologue, Numéro spécial 61, Éditions Traditionnelles, 1983
Naturally all the colleagues (astrologers) that have studied the books
and the articles of the Great Teacher, have never asked around a
presumed problem of "location" because, excluding the occasional
readers and dilettantes of few words found on the web, the other ones
know all what André Barbault has written on this subject, filling his books
with a lot of examples.
And if someone today, after 29 years from the gift that I did to my Great
Teacher, wanted to monkey me and to make him the same gift?
I believe that we could define him a perfect idiot.
And if someone praised someone for this great enterprise happened
with 29 years of delay in comparison to the before?
I would say that he or she, besides being a great ignorant person, he or
she would be also a big imbecile!
Long live always André Barbault!

***
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Dear Ciro
Im a person that could confirm a lot your SR astrology system and
its theories, for example I got fever the exact day of my birthday (staying
at my house on Santiago de Chile) on 2006, 2007, 2008 and 2009, on
2010 I traveled far to the south for my birthday and I also got sick but
not so much...
This year has been one of the worst years I have had in my life, it was so
bad that I ended up looking at my chart and transits for this year to know if
the explanation was on the stars (It was months since the last time I looked
at astrology) And I saw my Solar Return had the ascendant on the radix of
the 1st house and also Sun, Moon and Mercury on the 8th house (Stellum
on the 8th house)... so I understanded why such a bad year I have had,
really has been very damaging for my health and overall... and it hasn't
ended yet... ¿Can I do something to help this SR even when there are just 4
months left, the last 20 days Could be very bad…?
And I wanted to relocate my solar return for this upcoming birthday
(2013), because if not, I will have Mars on the 6th house and is doing a
square with the moon (and I have a special health condition) so I think
better to change that Mars position to one where I wont get so bad effect
even with the square to the moon... one place it looks helpful is Rio de
Janeiro, Brasil... can you help me to find a good place?
If you could give me just a little advice on it... I really need a
health protection…
I was born in: city: Coihaique, country: Chile, 21/01/1987, at 15:20
local time. Actually living in Santiago de Chile (main city)
I already bought you book in Kindle version!
Thanks you Sr.
Kind regards, Zanchiago from Santiago of Chile

Very well Santiago!
You are young and have understood in a short time a lot of things of
Astrology more than many my professional colleagues that study this
marvelous discipline since thirty years!
My compliments. Certainly you could avoid the annus horribilis that you
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have had if you had met first my books. Your choice for Rio de Janeiro
makes me think that you will be one good student of mine: with a brief trip
you have succeeded in planning not an exceptional, but a good Aimed Solar
Return, if your birth time is enough precise.
Good Zanchiago and come again in our blog!
Best wishes.

ASR Rio de Janeiro 2012 For Zanchiago

ASR Santiago 2012 For Zanchiago

***
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Dear sir,
I have a slightly unusual question which doesn't relate to solar or lunar
returns. Given you vast experience in astrology I am presenting it to you. I
met a woman, online, couple of months back.
Since then we have been in touch via phone and emails. My query is do
you see possibility of a relationship in this and what are problematic areas
between us.
My brith details 13april-1975, 8.10am, 26n28, 80e20, +5.5, India
her's 1Dec-1975, 5am, bacau,romania
sincere regards,
Alfred

Dear Alfred,
your score is 24 points on 44. Good. Besides don't exist bad aspects
among your Luminaries, your Ascendants and your two Mars: very well
because so the score doesn't lower.
Nevertheless you have to remember that the affective and sentimental
sector will be what will bring you greater pains: the Moon and Venus
are in 12^ House in your Natal Chart; Neptune is in the VII House and
Pluto in the 5^. Also she has Venus in 12^ House, but accompanied by
Jupiter in 5^: the sector of the life where she - perhaps - will have the
most greater joys.
Many darlings wishes for you.
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Ciro Discepolo, an astrologer, journalist and
writer, was born in Naples in 1948 (on the 17th
of July, at 5:40 am).
He worked for twenty years at the most popular daily
of Naples, Il Mattino, writing articles on science,
medicine, informatics, literature and astrology. He
always refused to cast the so-called 'horoscopes of
the solar signs' for that newspaper and for any other
newspaper or magazine.
He worked (at 20 years old) for five years at the
CNR (National Research Council) as Researcher Helper and, for two years, as
Electronic Measures Laboratory‘s head in the Istituto Motori of Naples, CNR.
He has been dealing with astrology since 1970. He has written over 70 books,
most of them best-sellers in Italy as well as abroad (France, the United States
of America, Spain, Germany, Hungary, Slovenia and Russia) and about 250
short Astrology Essays almost all on Google Books. He has published also
about 1000 Astrology lessons on YouTube. In 1990 he founded the quarterly
Ricerca '90, which he's been directing since then.
He's been doing statistical researches from the very beginning of his
interest in astrology.
At the beginning of the '90s, he obtained very brilliant results with researches
on astral heredity on a sample of over 75,000 subjects.
He's been holding seminars, courses and lectures in different universities and
cultural centres in Italy and abroad.
He particularly deals with Predictive Astrology and Aimed Solar Returns.
According to many colleagues he may be considered the greatest living expert
of this sector. In fact not only he wrote a dozen of texts on this specific segment
of the "Art of Urania" - he can also rely on an experience of more than 20,000
aimed birthdays (covering the years 1970 to 2007) that he suggested, whose
outcomes he collected at an interval of one year.
He developed extremely advanced software packages for the study of
Predictive Astrology, also projecting an innovative algorithm which is
particularly useful for the dating of events within one year for individuals
or groups of people.
He is deeply interested in informatics. Astrologically speaking, he followed the
school of André Barbault.
He founded the school of the Active Astrology.

